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ABSTRACT 

The Indian Logistics and supply chain solutions has a tremendous 

opportunities in the coming decade which could contribute to improve the country’s 

GDP level but at the same time it surmounts challenge of cost factor, risk factor and 

best innovative practices from time to time only then it can adapt themselves with 

global practices and becomes benchmarking for other countries. A successful supply 

chain model is about effective resource management. Companies which clearly define 

their objectives and resource capabilities come out successful in the long run. 

The countries GDP can raise by as much as 1.5% by boosting the logistics industries 

in India. Supply Chain Management & Logistics is hence perhaps emerging as one of 

the fastest growing fields of knowledge in this decade. To achieve this strategy proper 

focus on implement business models have to be adopted either in terms of cost factor 

and also customer effective which serves the main objective business retention in this 

competitive environment. This growth has come in various ways. First, it has come 

due to the growth in economy itself .Secondly, the percentage of outsourcing has gone 

up significantly with most manufacturing companies to outsource more than in 

sourcing. Introduction of GST (Goods and Services Tax) becomes the immediate 

requisite to enable outsourcing of the supply chain to reach higher levels. This paper 

aims at analyzing the various trends of decade of GATI-KWE as India’s one of the 

leading service provide in express distribution and supply chain solutions. Even 

though GATI-KWE faced many challenges how the innovative business model 

practice makes them to come out of danger and becomes key ingredient to their 

success. Pioneer in adapting contemporary technical business model from time to time 

and this is core strategy of their business.  

GATI-KWE offers services that are customized to the requirements, be it a Premium 

service – for time critical shipments or an Express Service for cost effective and direct 

express route connectivity. Taking a step forward, RED SUN, GATI-KWE's Supply 
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Chain Solution division offers an integrated Supply Chain services to businesses 

across industry verticals. Be it flexible point-to-point distribution solutions or 

complex end-to-end integrated logistics solutions or supply chain management, 

GATI-KWE does it all with great effectiveness and reliability, and enjoys the trust of 

a large customer base. 

Gati's business model was to choose & focus on the customer’s needs right from day 

one and time bound, point to point delivery, premium priced cargo management 

service was its key value proposition. Gati never operated the transport vehicles on its 

own from the beginning itself, instead developed the Business Partner concept of 

“Gati Associates”, thus giving rise to a team of entrepreneurs who were independent 

business partners of Gati. 

 

KEYWORDS:  Logistics& SCM, GDP, Contemporary Models, Business Retention 

 

Research Methodology 

The data collected, main source is from secondary methods but the information taken 

from various resources to ensure the report in the kind of empirical research. Primary 

data also used to know the level of customer impact and loyalty towards GATI-KWE. 

Objectives 

 To analyze the various business practice adopted by GATI-KWE in last 

decade 

 Current Trend to take the business global. 

 Challenges and limitations confronted in their business path. 

Backdrop of Logistics Industry in India 

Logistics involves the delivery of products or services for the client with 

assured quality and quantity. The logistics industry also depends on the timeliness in 

which products are delivered to a destination. Promptness is of utmost importance, as 

delayed delivery can result in significant losses to the recipient of the consignment in 

most cases.  
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The logistics industry depended previously on transportation more than anything. 

Nowadays, however, good infrastructure and record-keeping have been improved by 

advancements in technology, integration, globalization, legislation, and 

confederations. The immense growth witnessed by the retail and manufacturing 

industries has brought warehousing and logistics facilities closer to towns and cities. 

Previously situated in remote areas near waterfronts and rail tracks, these facilities are 

now increasingly being located within rural areas and city borders. 

Logistics forms an important part of the supply chain and involves the 

planning, implementation, and effective forward and reverse flow of goods, services, 

and related information from origin to recipient. A logistician controls the smooth 

functioning at every stage within legal boundaries enabling logistics management. 

Logistics management is comprised of materials management, channel 

management, physical distribution, and supply chain management. It also includes the 

warehouse management system which takes control of stocks, and streamlines the 

movement of goods in the storage units. 

Various Trends in Logistics Industry  

Certain logistics activities can be outsourced to third-party logistics (3PL) 

providers, which include transporters who ferry goods from company warehouses to a 

port or vice versa. Fourth-party logistics (4PL) providers use resources, capabilities, 

and technology to manage the entire logistics process for a customer, unlike a 3PL 

provider who takes care of only one function. A 4PL provider manages other 3PLs, 

including truckers, forwarders, and custom house agents comprising the entire supply chain. 

The immense growth in the logistics industry, especially in the emerging 

economies over the past decade, ensures a bright future with 3PLs. Shipping logistics 

companies have gained a lot in these regions, with a large contribution coming from 
3PLs such as transporters, warehouse facility owners, and brokers in freight-related jobs. 

Non-asset-based logistics providers do not include transporters or couriers. The term 

refers to providers who undertake consultation services on packaging and 

transportation, freight quoting, financial settlement, auditing, tracking, customer 
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service, and issue resolution. These experts do not own any physical assets, but rather 

possess freight industry knowledge, information technology know-how, and 

associated assets. 

On-demand transportation is an evolving field within the 3PL industry. The 

on-demand model includes services like full truck load (FTL), hotshot (direct, 

exclusive courier), next flight out, or commercial airline shipping, and international 

expedited. As this field caters to the special needs of clients, it comes at a premium 

price and hence is profitable for 3PL providers. 

 

Growth of Indian Logistics Industry 

In the case of India, the growing economy now requires a boost in its logistics 

services to keep the goods flowing at an increasing rate. The logistics field is now 

estimated at a value of more than $US14 billion, with further growth envisioned. 

Logistics-related services in India encompass transportation of goods by air, land, 

waterway, and railway. 

Air freight ensures rapid, safe, and even same-day delivery of goods and is 

hence much preferred. India, which boasts an extensive network of roads, prefers to 

use them to transport household goods, machinery, and vehicles. Another cost-

effective and older mode of logistics is via the railway transport system, which carries 

vehicles, oil, and coal from one end of the country to the other in huge volumes. 

Shipment of goods on waterways is especially useful in international shipments of 

huge quantities of goods like grains, oil, or sensitive articles like uranium. 

The logistics industry in India has grown fast, overriding major sectors like 

metals and mining. Strategically located cities like Mumbai were earmarked for 

setting up logistics parks with investments to the tune of US$200 million. Export 

processing zones housing several companies ranging from garment to electronics have 

necessitated the need for a good logistics backbone to support the domestic market as 

well as international trade. 
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The Indian logistics industry is poised to grow annually at the rate of 15-20 

percent, reaching a revenue outcome of US$385 billion by 2015. The market share of 

the organized sector in logistics will also grow to 12 percent by 2015, opine market 

analysts. 

Data reveals that nearly 110 logistics parks covering 3,500 acres, set up at a 

cost of US$1 billion, will become operational by 2012. This will include huge 

warehousing facilities developed by logistics companies at an expense of US$500 

million. 

History of GATI-KWE 

GATI started its operations as a door-to-door cargo company, a division of Transport 

Corporation of India (TCI) in 1989. Mr.Mahendra Agarwal Founder & CEO of Gati 

Ltd wanted to rebuild TCI based on processes, systems and manage it professionally 

to meet consumer implicit and explicit delivery needs. Gati was ready to separate 

from TCI and perform on its own. The actual legal separation took place in 1996 and 

the division emerged, Gati came into being an 18 Crores cargo business, splitting 

from its 200 crores mother company, TCI. From Initial four years of its operation, 

delivery commitments took priority over complete utilization of capacity and Gati 

was focused on to its aim to provide time bound and point to point delivery. 

Various Business strategic Models 

Innovation, Value-addition and growth (1994 – 2001) 

Gati introduced desk-to-desk service to meet the price sensitive customer market in 

1994. The placement of desk to desk cargo was between regular transportation and 

premium cargo. Premium cargo was next day delivery and Desk to Desk was 

delivered within four days. As Gati grew in terms of business volume, services and 

revenue, Gati made the transition from small cargo services to cargo management. 

This was a period for many firsts. GATI introduced toll-free numbers for the first time 

in the Indian logistics segment and became the first 3PL service provider in India. 

GATI was also the first logistics company in India to be awarded an ISO 9001 

certification. GATI took its first steps towards acquiring a corporate identity, the 
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beginnings of GATI Ltd. Based on volume of traffic, origin and destination, GATI 

tied up with Indian Airlines (IA) for a fixed price long term contract. Delivery of 

premium cargo became easy and accurate. IA complimented the 550 locations GATI 

served at that point of time. GATI expanded its service network to include multi-

modal services, courier services and international operations to SAARC countries. 

Business grew from servicing 2 regions to 10. 

 

GATI Process, technology, automation and awards (2001-2006) 

To sharpen marketing focus, operational efficiency and improve service 

quality, GATI reorganized itself right from the zonal level and affected a separation of 

its verticals and corporate functions. GATI became a process oriented organization 

implementing performance metrics and evaluations across the board – services, HR 

and operations. In 2001, GATI launched the first millennium parcel express service, 

an exclusive cargo train between Mumbai and Kolkata in association with Indian 

Railways. It went on looking for a centroid to base its business operations and found 

Singapore, an international business hub, ideally suited for its purposes. 

 In 2003, GATI @web was launched and which in place on these words to equipped 

its front office with the information to tailor its response to individual customer 

requirements at one click – shipments tracking, service quality, complaints and more. 

The project comprised of three different components: GATI Enterprise Management 

System (GEMS), Oracle Financials and Oracle CRM. GEMS were the main 
application which was to be custom built covering all activities of this logistic company. 

Providing vital information to keep customers focused on their core business, GATI 

implemented 24x7 call centers to understand and manage customer expectations, plan 

cargos, shipments & routes.On the automation front, Gati was thinking mechanized 

racking systems, automated warehouses and more. Finally in 2005, Gati settled for the 

best – state of the art mechatronic warehouses in all major cities across India. The 

year 2006 saw the introduction of GATI -Student express, on-line employee 

information & performance system, customer convenience centres and redemption 

coupons to settle cashless claims.  
Empowering the network: Strategic alliances and customized service offerings (2007- 2009) 

GATI expanded its network in India, China and Europe following strategic tie-

ups with logistic service partners. Sophisticated vehicle tracking systems, 
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technologically superior container vehicles and Service Quality Standardization were 

all introduced to strengthen and enhance GATI’s promise of superior service delivery. 

In 2008, GATI did wonders by launching the Centralized Call Centre at Nagpur, the 

Millennium Parcel Express Train between KYN (Mumbai) and Guwahati, Centralized 

POD (proof of delivery) Cell.  GATI Happiness, an on-line window for customers to 

buy a range of delicious speciality products from different parts of India.Even GATI 

Art Express, Academy and GATI Cafe Deliver were launched to improve service 

spread and quality. To speed up processing and reduce lead time, electronic Proof Of 

Delivery (POD) and centralized POD cells were implemented, followed by DOD 

direct (Draft on line)and real time shipment notification. 

 

Year of Transformation, Recognition & Growth (2010-2011) 

In Jan 2010, it went a step forward to help its customer by providing complete 

integrated Supply Chain Solution hence becoming a knowledgeable company by 

launching 'RedSun', Gati's Supply Chain Division. In Nov 2010, GATI also ventured 

into E-Commerce business by launching 'make mygiftz.com', Gati's new web service 

to offer its customer a complete e-commerce platform linked to a physical distribution 

network.  

 

GATI-KWE Supply Chain Solutions-Joint Venture 

In order to strengthen its leadership position in India and establish its global 

presence, the Board of Gati has been exploring possibilities for some time now to 

create more value for its shareholders. To achieve this, the Board of Gati on February 

13 of 2012 approved a proposal to form a joint venture (JV) with Japanese global 

logistic service major Kintetsu World Express under the name ‘Gati-Kintetsu 

Express’. 

Under the JV agreement, GATI will hold 70 per cent stake and 30 per cent 

will be held by KWE. As part of the transaction, Express Distribution and Supply 

Chain (EDSC) business of Gati will move into the joint venture company through a 

Business Transfer Agreement. 

  Red Sun, GATI-KWE’s Supply Chain solution division offers an integrated 

supply Chain service to businesses across industry verticals. Be it flexible point-to-
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point distribution solutions or complex end-to-end integrated logistics solutions or 

supply chain management, GATI-KWE does it all with great effectiveness and 

reliability. GATI becomes a partner with clients to identify cost – benefit 

opportunities that drive value in to their business. This can be achieved by addressing 

critical operational constraints, freeing up working capital, improving the flow of 

information and reforming business processes in order to deliver sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

Specialized services offered by GATI-KWE 

Temperature Sensitive Services 

Delivering medicines to patients in the remotest corner of the country has 

always been a daunting challenge for every pharmaceutical company; as they have to 

ensure the right temperature is maintained during the transit. 

To address these challenges GATI-KWE has pioneered “Pit-stop Express”, a unique 

surface movement service for temperature sensitive consignments, moving through 

our Indian surface network. Pit-stop express has a network of cold chain units across 

the country, where the shipments en-route is checked for the right temperature and if 

required the gel packs are replenished for further transit to the destination.            

Thus ensuring fast and intact delivery of life saving drugs in a cost effective manner 

Re-engineering services 

Redsun is more than just a logistics services provider, as we believe in linking 

analytics to operational data to adjust our clients existing logistics network, helping 

them to efficiently adapt to changing market conditions. The In-house consultants 

work with the customer’s business to address their strategic and operational supply 

chain needs. Some of our offerings under re-engineering services include – 

• Warehouse Layout Design 

• Logistics Process Re-engineering 

• Logistics Network Optimization 

Upstream SCM Services 

Red Sun offers upstream supply chain services like procurement management 

and order management to seamlessly engage with logistics. Under this, GATI-KWE’s 

Import / Export Trading Wing enable integration for international & domestic 

suppliers to the primary, secondary & tertiary sales channels. It dons the hat of an 
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international / domestic buyer or domestic seller. This supports multi-brand retailers, 

new / regional companies aspiring to penetrate Indian market and organizations that 

have an outsourcing need. 

 

 

Financial Indicators of GATI-KWE 

Interpretation 

The above report shows that sales performance is good in the year 2010-11 

after introducing many value added services like introducing best integrated supply 

chain solution (REDSUN) and other service which is connected with e-commerce. 

But for shareholder’s dividend payout ratio still it shows laggard in the growth side.

 
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

PARTICULARS 2011-12 2010-11 2009
-10 

2008-09 
Sales 
Total Income 
Gross Profit Before Interest,  
Depreciation & Tax 
Interest (Net)  

Depreciation 
Profit Before Tax 
 Income Tax 
Profit After Tax 
Dividend on Equity Share Capital 
Dividend Payout 
Equity Share Capital 
Reserves & Surplus 
(Excl.Revaluation 
Reserves)  
Net Worth 
Gross Block 
Net Block 
Loan 

11,802 
 

12,891 
 

1,657 
619 
370 
668 
252 
416 
55 
95 
173 

 
3,979 
4,152 
5,426 
3,862 
4,617 

12,030 
 

12,113 
 

1,008 
516 
254 
238 
96 

142 
25 
43 

172 
 

2,567 
2,903 
5,429 
4,100 
4,470 

9
,
2
6
1 

 
9
,
3
3
5 

 
8
,
7
4
5 

4
4
3 

7,904 
 
8,029 

 
6,220 
3,656 
2,638 

(1,761)1
05 

(1,866) 
- 
- 

169 
 

2462 
2632 
5372 
4456 
4767 
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Key Indicators of GATI-KWE 

KEY INDICATORS 

Particulars 2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 

Equity Share Capital 

Earnings Per Share 

Cash Earnings Per Share 

Sales Per Share 

Book Value / Share 

Debt :Equity Ratio  

PBDIT /  Sales 

Net Profit Margin 

Return on Networth 

Return on Capital Employed 

17

3 

4.

8 

9.0

7 

136.

31 

47.9

5 

1.

11 

1

7

2 

1.

65 

4.

51 

141.

67 

33.

82 

1.

1

7

0 

1.

1

2 

4.

4

1 

109

.79 

33.

169  

(2.20) 

0.01 

94.74 

31.06 

1.81 

7.87 

(2.36) 

(7.09) 

(8.64) 

 

Comment 

EPS has considerably increased from negative value (-2.20) in 2008-09 to 4.8 

in the year 2011 -12 within four years because of best business models innovated 

from time to time on the need basis. Still better scope is there for Indian logistics 

industry shareholders can expect a good growth on EPS in the future. 

Sales performance for four years-(from 2009-2012) 
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Profit after Tax for four years-(from 2009-12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation 

 

Profit After Tax performed well in the year 2011-2012 even though the sales are good 

in the year 2010-2011 this reflects that despite sales, working cost has to be decreased 

by following good cost effective practice which in turn it shows the increase in the 

total income and by the way profit after tax also increased. 
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Interpretation 

Because of increase in total income the dividend payout ratio and as well as 

EPS also increased which in turn it reflects to good increase in market capitalization 

which paves the way in future for constant growth.  

 

Challenges and Opportunities  

Gati’s core business of Express Cargo Supply chain and Distribution is doing 

very well and the company has now transferred this business into the JV Company 

which it believed to get further boost through the synergies it would avail with the 

KWE JV. In addition, the company finds a lot of traction in the supply management 

business and plans to develop its cold chain segment and warehouses. Moreover, 

it has made investments in the e-commerce business, which though is small at this 

point, is growing exponentially. Gati’s international Freight forwarding business is 

not doing well currently, but can see some improvement going forward. Finally, its 

Fuel Stations are contributing steady revenues and profits. 

 

GATIKWE has been facing certain problems in the past year viz:   

1. FCCB Redemption, which it has now successfully restructured.  2. High Debt of 

Rs.468 crores which would now reduce with infusion of capital by KWE and 3.Loss 

making Shipping business where it plans to bring in a strataegic investor. Company 

has done dry docking of ships by infusing capital to the tune of Rs.25 crores in 

between Mar-May 2012. 
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The infusion of money by JV partner in JV directly subscribing to 20% capital of JV 

and in parent company by acquiring 10% capital of JV will boost Gati’s 

performance. The money is likely to be infused by JV partner in Q4 FY12 (April-

June Qtr). The benefit of the money infusion will be visible only in FY13 (July-

June). We may continue to see one more quarters of sub optimal performance 

and thereafter GATI should start posting better results. The divestment of shipping 

business or induction of JV partner in shipping business with majority holding will 

be a big positive for GATI 

Threats to Logistics Industry 

The overall industry/economy growth remains muted: Gati’s revenues are 

majorly driven by the growth of the overall economy. If our economy growth 

remains muted, it will adversely affect the revenues of the company. 

 Competition: The logistics sector is extremely competitive. Although, It has a 

huge potential to grow further with many opportunities lying untapped; it also 

calls for more competition. 

 Increase in fuel costs: A rise in fuel charges could have an adverse impact on 

the company’s margins. 

Challenges 

At present GATI-KWE has biggest challenge to retain its leadership position in 

Surface Express business. As a leader Gati-KWE must grow at faster pace than 

industry. But it has not taken place and growth rate has been similar to Industry. In 

Air also Business has stagnated and not registered growth in last 2 years. 

Managing cost and revenue is a big challenge. The company is involved in a lot of 

small businesses like import export trading, running fuel stations, e- commerce 

and coast to coast shipping. Presence in various businesses can divert its focus 

from the core business. Implementation of GST is next major challenge, as it will 

change the prevailing infrastructure of logistics. 
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